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Abstract.
Let R be the shift algebra, i.e., the associative algebra presented
by generators u, v and the relation uv = 1 . As N. Jacobson showed, R
contains an infinite family of matrix units. In this paper, we describe the Jordan
algebra R+ and its unital special universal envelope by generators and relations.
Moreover, we give a presentation for the Jordan triple system defined on R by
Pxy = xy'x where * is the involution on R with u* = v . As a consequence,
we prove the existence of an infinite rectangular grid in a Jordan triple system
V containing tripotents c and d with Vifc) = V2(d) © (V2(c) n Vx(d)) and

V2(c)nVfd)fO.

1. THE SHIFT ALGEBRA

Let k be a commutative ring and R the associative unital k-algebra presented by generators u, v and the relation uv = 1. We call R the shift algebra
since it has a faithful representation on fc(oo)= Yl'fZok • e, by the shift operators
u: e,■i—>
e,_ i, eo l—*
0,

v: Ej i->e,-+i.

In [1] Jacobson essentially proved the following theorem on the structure of R.
Theorem 1. (a) R is a free k-module with basis 1, un , v" (n > 1), and gy =

v'(l-vu)uj

(i,j>0).

(b) The eij satisfy the multiplication

table for matrix units.
(c) The subspace E spanned by the eij is an ideal, namely, the ideal generated
by eoo = 1 - vu, and R/E = k[X, X~x] (Laurent polynomials).

We remark that R has an involution * with u* = v, but the elements u
and v of R obviously do not play symmetrical roles; in particular, there is no
automorphism of R interchanging u and v and no involution fixing the generators. In this note we introduce a symmetric shift algebra S on two generators
defined by left-right symmetric relations and, hence, carrying an involution n
fixing the generators. The defining relations of S are expressible by Jordan
products. This leads us to define a Jordan shift algebra J and a Jordan shift
triple system T. We show that J = R+ is special with unital special universal
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envelope (S, n) and that T is isomorphic to R with the Jordan triple product Pxy = xy*x. As a consequence we obtain the existence of an infinite set
of orthogonal idempotents in a unital Jordan algebra containing a noninvertible
regular pair x, y (i.e., Uxy = x, Uyx = y) with vanishing Bergmann operators
W(x, y) (= ld-Vxy

+ UxUy) and W(y, x), and the existence of an infinite

rectangular grid in a Jordan triple system V containing tripotents c and d
with the property that V2(c)= V2(d) © (V2(c)n Vx(d)) and V2(c)DVx(d)^0.
Standard references for notation and terminology are [2, 5].
2. The symmetric

shift algebra

The symmetric shift algebra is the associative unital /c-algebra S presented
by generators 5, / and relations
(1)
(2)

(l-st)tn(l-ts)

s = sts,
t = tst,
= (l-ts)sn(l-st)
= 0 forallH>0.

From the definition it is clear that S has an involution n and an automorphism
p of period 2, commuting with each other, and acting on the generators by
sn=s,

tn = t,

sp = t,

tp=s.

Hence * = nop = pon is an involution with s* = t. In the sequel, the locution
"by symmetry" will mean "by an application of n, p, or *".

Theorem 2. (a) S is a free k-module with basis 1, s" , t" (n > 1), and gjj =
s'( 1 - st)tJ, hu = t'(l- ts)sJ (i,j>0).
(b) The gij and hjj satisfy the multiplication table for matrix units and
annihilate each other.
(c) The subspaces G, H spanned by the gjj, hjj, respectively, are ideals,
namely, the ideals generated by goo = 1-st, hoo = 1-ts, respectively. They are

interchanged by n and p, with S/G = i?s S/H and S/(G®H) S k[X, X~x].
(d) S has a faithful representation on fc(oo)© fc(oo) = Z)/^o^e' ® ^f'
s(et) = (1- f5/0)e,_i, s(rji) = ni+x, t(ef) = eM , t(nt) = (1 - 8i0)ni-X ■

v/a

Proof. We have gfj = hjj = gt; hence, Gn = C = H. Let us set gpq = 0 and
hpq = 0 if p or q is negative.
First we show

(3)
(4)

gijhki = 0,
■ ■ i t'~j - Ei i hi-k j-k
t'sJ = {
k=i
,J

if i> j,

(5)

Sngij = gi+n,j

,

tng,j

= g,-nJ

(6)

gijS" = gi, j-n ,

gijtn

= gi, J+n ,

(7)

,

gijgkt = #jkgil-

Indeed, (3) follows from (2), while (4) and the first formula in (5) are clear from
the definitions. For the second one, note in case n > i that tngij = fs'goj =

t"~'goj (by (3) and (4)) = 0 by (1) and in case n < I that fgij = t"s'goj =
s'-ng0j = gi-n,j

by (3) and (4).
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By symmetry we have (6). The multiplication table (7) for the gjj is now an
easy consequence of the shift formulas (5) and (6):
gijgkl = SijSk(l - St)tl - gi,j-kg0l
= Sl(l - St)tJgk,

= giogk-j

,1 ■

Thus if j y£k then either g,j-k = 0 or gk-j,i = 0, whereas for j = k we get
gijgji = giogoi = gu by (1 - st)2 = 1 - st. The multiplication table for the hjj
is obtained by symmetry.
From (3)-(7) and the symmetrical formulas it follows that the linear span
of the gjj, hij and the powers of 5 and t is a subalgebra of S and thus is
all of S and that G and H are ideals of S annihilating each other. By the
universal property of S we have surjective homomorphisms tpx, tp2: S —►
R
given by tpx(s) = u, tp\(t) = v and tp2(s) = v, tp2(t) = u respectively. The
homomorphism tp = tpx ® tp2: S —*R® R then maps 5" i-> u" © v", t" i->
v" © u" , gij h-> 0 © ey, hjj i-+ e^ © 0. Hence (a) follows from Theorem
1(a). Since ker(p.) = G and ker(<2>2)
= H, we have S/G ^ R £ 5///. Also

(G + H)/G^E^(G

+ H)/H, whence S/(G®H) * /?/£ 3 fc[AT,X"1]. If ^

denotes the representation of R on /c(oo) mentioned in §1 then (y/ ® ip)otp is
a representation of 5 as claimed in (d). This completes the proof.
3. The Jordan

shift algebra

Observe that (1) and (2) make sense in a special Jordan algebra since sts =
Ust and (1 - st)z(l - ts) = z - VSJz + UsUtz = W(s, t)z. We therefore
define the Jordan shift algebra as the unital quadratic Jordan algebra J over k
presented by generators a, b and relations

(8)
(9)

a = Uab,
b = Uba,
W(a, b)bn = W(b, a)a" = 0 forall«>0.

These relations are symmetric in a and b . Hence there is an automorphism
of period two of / interchanging a and b.

x

Theorem 3. The assignment a^> u, b >-*v induces an isomorphism tp: J -* R+
(the Jordan algebra associated to R), which is compatible with x and *.
Proof. Clearly, tp is compatible with x and * and maps a" and b" respectively to u" and v". Define c(J € J by
f aJ'ob''-aJ+1
Cij~{0

obi+l

ifi,j>0,
if/<0ory<0.

Then
tp(ci})= u'v1 + vluJ - uj+xvi+x - vi+xuJ+x

= uj(l - uv)v' +v'(l

-vu)uj

= 0 + ejj.

Therefore the theorem will follow from Theorem 1(a) once we show that J is
the linear span of the Cy and the powers of a and b . Let L = A + B + C
be this linear span where A, B, and C denote respectively the linear span of
the powers of a, b, and of the Cy. Since L contains the generators of J,
it will be enough to prove that L is a subalgebra of / or that L is invariant
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under all Jordan multiplications by elements of J. By [2, Proposition 3.2.4]
the multiplications of J are generated by the operators Va, Vf,, Ua , Uf,, and
Uafj. By symmetry in a and b it therefore suffices to show that L contains
the following subspaces:

nm

W

VaA+ UaA,

(ii)

VaB,

(iii)

UaB,

{lv>

(iv)

Ua>hA,

(v)

VaC + UaC,

(vi)

Ua,bC.

The following well-known identities, valid in any unital Jordan algebra, will be

needed [2, Chapter III]:
(11)

V(xl)x] = 2xi+J,

(12)

V(x',xj)

(13)
(14)
(15)

U(xl)xJ = x2i+j,

= V(xi+J),

U(x',xj) = V(x')V(xj) - V(xi+j),
U(xi+j,xl) = V(xj)U(x') = U(x')V(xj),
V(x,y)Ux

= U(Uxy,x),

V(x, y)Vx = V(Uxy) + UxVy.

In J we now have

(16)

Uabl+X= a o bl - bl~x

for i > 1 and
(17)

{a'b'a} - {aJ+xb'+xa} = c,-XJ,

(18)

Uac,j = c,_i j+x,

(19)

VaCij= Ci-.xj + CiJ+x,

for i,j>0.
Indeed, (16) follows from Uabl+X= UaUbb1-1 = V(a, b)bl~x 6'-1 (by (9)) = V(bi-x,b)a-bi~x
=b'oa-b'-x
(by (12)). To prove (17) for
/> 1 we use (13), (14), and (16):
{a'b'a} - {aj+xbi+xa} = V(a])Vabi - V(aj+X)bi - V(aJ)Uabi+x
= V(aJ)(a o bl - Uabi+X) - aJ+x ° b'

= V(aJ)bi~x -ai+lobl
whereas for i = 0 we obtain

= Ci-xj,

aJ o a - {aJ+xba} = aJ o a - V(aj)Uab

= aJ o

(a - Uab) = 0 = c-x j by (14) and (8). Formula (18) follows from (14) and
(17):
UaCij = UaV(aJ)b' - UaV(aj+x)bi+x
= {aj+xbla} - {aJ+2b!+xa} = c,_i,;+i •

Finally, we prove (19) using (13) and (17):
VaCU= VaV(aJ)b' - VaV(aJ+x)bi+x

= {a]b'a} + aJ+x o b' - {aj+xbi+xa} - aJ+2 o bM
= ci-l,j

+ Ci,j+x ■

We can now show (10): (i) follows from (11); (ii) from a o bn+x = 2b" - c„,o
by definition of the c;j ; (iii) from Uab = a, (ii), and (16); (iv) from Ua^an =

an+x ob = 2a" - c0„ by (12); and (v) from (18) and (19). Finally, for'(vi) it
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suffices by the foregoing to prove VabC c L since Uatb = VaVb- Va_b. This

follows from

(20)
{abcu} = (2 - 8oj)c,j.
To show (20) for j > 0, use (8), (15), and (18) to compute
{abcu} = VabUaci+x,j-\

= U(Uab,a)ci+xj-x

= 2Uaci+xj-x = 2cy,

whereas

{abcio} = 2{abbi}-Va,bVab'+x

= 2aobi+x - V(Uab)bi+x- UaVbbl+x (by (12) and (15))
= a o b'+x - 2Uabi+2 (by (8))
= aobi+x -2(aobl+x -bl)
(by (16))

= ^o.
This completes the proof.
Note that while there is associative asymmetry in R as associative algebra
(no automorphism switching u,v) there is complete Jordan symmetry between
u and v in R+ .
Corollary 1. (a) J is a free k-module with basis 1, a" , b" (n > 1), and Cy =
aj o b1 - aJ+x o bi+x (i, j>0),
and Wa,bJ = 0= Wb,aJ.
(b) For i, j > 0, the Cjj satisfy the Jordan multiplication table for matrix
units and the general Jordan shift formulas
(21)

(22)

U(an)Cjj = Ci-n,J+n,

V(a")Cij = Ci-„j + ciJ+n ,

U(bn)cu = ci+nj-„,

V(bn)dj = ci+nj + Cij-„ .

(c) The subspace C spanned by the Cy is an ideal of J and J/C

=

k[X,X~x]+ with X = a + C, X~x =b + C.
Recall that cpq = 0 if either p or q is negative. For the proof, one uses
<p(Cij)= eij, tp(a) = u, tp(b) = v , and computes in R . (By the same method,
it is easy to establish the complete multiplication table for the above basis of
/.) Alternatively, (21) can be obtained from (18) and U(x") = U(x)n, while
for (22) one can argue by induction: n = 1 is (19) and for n > 1 one uses
V(a") = VaV(a"~x) - UaV(a"~2) by (13), (14).
Corollary 2. Let A be a unital Jordan algebra containing noninvertible elements
x, y such that Uxy = x, Uyx = y, Wx<y = Wyx = 0. Then the elements
Zjj = xj o y' - xJ+x o y'+x (i, j > 0) are nonzero Jordan matrix units. In
particular, the z,,- are nonzero orthogonal idempotents.
Proof. Let y/: J —►
A be the unital homomorphism mapping hhx,
b i->y .
Then y/(Cij) = z^ . Assume zmn = 0 for some m, n . By applying ip to (21)
and (22) one sees easily that ip(Cij) = 0 for all i, j > 0. Hence \p factors via
J/C. Since the canonical images of a and b in J/C are inverses by Corollary
1(c), so are x and y in A, a contradiction.

Corollary 3. The assignment a ^ s, b i-> t induces a Jordan homomorphism
a: J —>S+ which is an isomorphism between J and H(S, n), the set of nhermitian elements tn S. The unital special universal envelope of J is isomor-

phic to (S, a).
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Proof. The formulas
o(a") = sn,

o(bn) = t",

o(cij) = gji + h,j = htj + Ay

combined with Theorem 2(a) and Corollary 1(a) show that a is an isomorphism
of J with H(S, n). (Note that, by Theorem 2(a), H(S, n) is spanned by
1, s" , t" , and hij + hjj.) Let (S', a') be the unital special universal envelope
of J . Then o = n o a' by the universal property of S' where n: S' —►
S maps
s' = o'(a) to 5 and f = o'(b) to t. On the other hand, an application of ct'
to (8) and (9) shows that the elements s', f of S' satisfy (1) and (2). Hence
there is a homomorphism n': S —>S' sending 5 to s' and t to f , and clearly
n' is the inverse of n .
4. The shift

triple

system

We keep the notation of the previous section. The relations defining J can
be given a Jordan triple formulation as follows. Turn the /c-module underlying
/ into a Jordan triple system Jx by setting Pxy = Uxyx. Then e = Ij and
f = a are tripotents (as is g = b = fT):

(23)

e^ = e,

/<3> = /,

where x^ = Pxx = UxxT denotes the third power in the triple sense. This is
immediate from (6) and af = b. Also, x = Pe; whence, in particular,

(24)

Pjf = f.

Finally, the operators W(x, y) in J and B(x, y) = ld-L(x,

y) + PxPy in Jx

(where we set L(x ,y)z = P(x + z)y - Pxy - Pzy = V(x, yx)z) are related by
B(x, y) = W(x, yx). Since / = (Jx)e is the e-homotope of Jx as a Jordan

algebra, the powers x" in J can be recovered in Jx as the powers x(nf) in
the e-homotope of Jx, with the convention that x(0<?) = e. Thus we obtain
from (9) the relations

(25)

B(f,f)(PefYn^

= 0 forall«>0.

It is now natural to define the shift triple system as the Jordan triple system
T over k presented by generators e and / and relations (23)-(25). We set

g = Pef.
We denote by R* the Jordan triple structure on R given by Pxy = xy*x .

Theorem 4. The assignments e i-» 1j , f+^ a and e »-+1R, fi \-+ u respectively
induce isomorphisms T = Jx and T = R*.
Proof. Clearly we have a homomorphism a: T —>Jx mapping e to 1 and /
to a. To obtain a homomorphism in the opposite direction, we first observe
that T = 72(e). Indeed, T2(e) is a subtriple containing the generators e and
/, by (24). Hence the e-homotope Te of T is a Jordan algebra with unit
element e, quadratic operators Ux = PxPe, and involutive automorphism Pe
interchanging g and /. From (23)—(25) it follows easily that / and g satisfy
(8) and (9) in Te. This gives us a Jordan algebra homomorphism fl: J —>Te
with B(l) = e , 0(a) = f, ji(b) = Pef = g. It follows that fiox = Peo[i; thus,
jJ:/T-»r
is a Jordan triple homomorphism which is the inverse of a. Under
the isomorphism J = R+ of Theorem 3 the involutions x and * correspond
to each other. This proves the second statement.
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We leave it to the reader to formulate Corollary 1 of Theorem 3 in Jordan
triple terms. Before proving an analogue of Corollary 2, we introduce the following terminology. A shift pair in a Jordan triple system V is a pair (c, d)
of tripotents such that d e V2(c) and

(26)

V2(c)nVQ(d) = 0^V2(c)nVx(d).

Note that (26) refers to all of V2(c), not just the part generated by c and d . By
[3,1.8] c and d have compatible Peirce decompositions. Hence (26) implies

(27)
(28)

v2(c) = v2(d)e(V2(c)nvx(d)),
B(d:d)V2(c) = 0,

since B(d, d) is the projection onto V0(d). We note that, for compatible
tripotents c, d satisfying (28), the second condition of (26) is equivalent to
either one of

(PJ-\d)V2(c)^Q,

Pjc^fc.

Indeed, if Ej are the projection operators onto the Peirce spaces of d, we have
V2(c)n Vx(d) = Ex(V2(c)) = (ld-Eo - E2)V2(c) = (Id-B(d,d)
- P2)V2(c) =
(ld-Pj)V2(c),
whence the first equivalence. Moreover, if P%c = c then c e
V2(d) and so V2(c)n Vx(d) c V2(d) n Vx(d) = 0, showing V2(c)n Vx(d) ^ 0;
hence, Pjc ^ c. Finally, Pjc ± c obviously implies (Pj - ld)V2(c) ^ 0.
Lemma 1. Let (c, d) be a shift pair tn the Jordan triple system V, and let
c = c2 + cx be the Peirce decomposition of c with respect to d Then cx and c2
are nonzero orthogonal tripotents. Furthermore, we have

(29)

V2(cx)cV2(c)r\Vx(d),

and (d, cf) is a shift pair.
Proof. By [3, 1.9] cx and c2 are orthogonal tripotents. If cx = 0 then c = c2 E
V2(d) implies V2(c) c V2(d), contradicting (26) and (27). Likewise, c2 = 0

yields c = c. e Vx(d); hence, Pcd e V2(c)n V0(d) = 0 and thus d = P2d = 0,
which again contradicts (26).
From (27) and cx e V2(c)n Vx(d) c V2(c) it follows by the Peirce relations
that V2(cx) c V2(c) and

V2(cx)= P(cx)V2(c) c P(cx)V2(d) © P(cx)(Vx(d) n V2(c))

c(V0(d)nv2(c))®(Vx(d)nv2(c)).
Since V2(c)n V0(d) = 0 by (26), this proves (29).
Finally, we must show
V2(d)nVo(c2) = O^V2(d)nVx(c2).
Since c = cx+ c2 is an orthogonal decomposition, we have

(30)

V0(c2)nv2(c) = V2(cx)nV2(c),

(31)
Hence

Vx(c2)nV2(c)= Vx(cx)r\V2(c).
v2(d) n V0(c2)= v2(d) n v0(c2)n v2(c)
= v2(d)nv2(cx)nv2(c) (by (30))

cv2(d)nvx(d)
= 0.

(by (29))
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Assume V2(d) n Vx(cf) = 0. Then V2(d) = V2(cf) since V2(d) is the sum of
its intersections with the Peirce spaces of c2. Thus d and c2 are associated
and therefore have the same Peirce spaces; in particular, Vx(d) = Vx(cf). From
(29) and (31) we get

V2(cx)c V2(c)n Vx(c2)= V2(c)nvx(cx) c vx(Cl),
which implies cx = 0, a contradiction.

Recall that two collinear tripotents c, d are called rigidly colltnear if V2(c)c
Vx(d) or, equivalently, V2(d) C Vx(c). Clearly, if c, d are rigidly collinear then
so are c, -d. Also recall that a rectangular (Nx x A2)-grid (cf. [5, II.2.3; 4])
in a Jordan triple system is a family & = (ry), (/, j) e Nx x A2, of nonzero
tripotents such that the collinear pairs in f% are those which have a first ("row")
index or a second ("column") index in common, and (r,;, r(/, rkl, rkf) is a
quadrangle whenever i ^ k and j ^ /. If any two collinear tripotents in ^
are rigidly collinear, we say M is rigid.
Lemma 2. (a) Le^ (ex, e2, e^, ef) be a quadrangle of tripotents in a Jordan triple
system V. If ex, e2 are rigidly collinear then so are e,, e,+l for i = 2, 3, 4
(indices mod 4).
(b) Let ex,e2, e^ be pairwise collinear tripotents. If ex, e2 are rigidly collinear so are ex, ei and e2, e^.
(c) If a rectangular grid fM = (ry) contains one rigidly collinear pair then f%
is rigid.
Proof, (a) It is enough to find automorphisms tp,■, i = 2, 3, 4, of V2(ex+ e2)
= V2(e2 + e4) mapping {et, ei+x} to {ex,e2}. Set tp2 = P(e2 + ef), tp3 =
P(ex + ef)P(e2 + ef), tp4= P(ex + e3).
(b) The automorphism 6 = B(e\ +e$,ex+ ef) of V [4, 1.1] exchanges ex
and e3 and maps e2 to -e2, so e"2and e3 are rigidly collinear. By symmetry,
the same holds for ex and e3.
(c) Suppose that ex ,e2 is a rigidly collinear pair in &. By collinearity,
we either have (ex, ef) = (r,;, r,/) or (ex, ef) = (r,;, rkf) for suitable indices
i, j, k, I. It suffices to consider the first case. From the grid properties and (a)
it follows that A = {rmj : m € Nx} is a rigidly collinear family and from (b)
that B = {rin : n e N2} is also a rigidly collinear family. If (c, d) is a collinear
pair in f% which is not contained in A U B then there exist e, f & Au B
such that (c, d, e, f) is a quadrangle. Hence, again by (a), (c, d) is rigidly
collinear.
We return to the notation introduced earlier and prove

Lemma 3. // k is a field then E is the unique minimal ideal of R, R+, and

R*.
Proof. In R* we have x* = P\x; hence, every ideal of R* is '-invariant
and thus an ideal of R+ . Clearly an ideal of R is one of R+ . Therefore, it
suffices to show that E c K for every nonzero ideal K of R+ . Since E is
simple as a Jordan algebra, it is even enough to prove E n K ^ 0. Suppose
x = Q0• 1 + Yfi=x(aiu' + a_iv') + y e K\E where y e E so that a, / 0 for
some j. In R+ we have the formulas U(u")ejj = et-nj+n = 0 for n > i and
M"o£>oo= e-n,o+eQ,n

= e0,n for « > 0 (cf. (21) and (22)) and U(un)v'
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for n > I. Since y is a finite linear combination of the ey , it follows that
U(u")y = 0 for sufficiently large n ; thus, x' = U(u")x = Y?i=-P a/"2"+/ <=K.
Now x' o e00 = J2l=-p aieo,2n+i is a nonzero element of E n K .

Theorem 5. Let V be a Jordan triple system containing a shift pair (c, d).

Then the elements
ru = {du-c),c,

(Pcd){i-C)}- {du+x'c),c,

(Pcd){i+x-c)}

(i, j > 0)

form a rigid rectangular (N x N)-grid in V. If k is afield, there exists a unique
Jordan triple isomorphism \p from T onto the subtrlple generated by c and d

such that y/(e) = c and y/(f) = d.
Proof. From d e V2(c) and (28) it follows that c and d satisfy (23)-(25).
After identifying T and R* by Theorem 4, we have a Jordan triple homomorphism xp: R* -» V mapping 1 h-> c and u h-> d. One checks easily
that y/(ejj) = rtj using (R*)\ = R+, so x^"'x) = x" for every x £ R,
uJov' = {ul, l,vJ} = {«(/•", 1, (/J1M)('-1)},and eu = it*°vl-ui+l ovM. The
eij form a rectangular grid in R*. Hence the ry satisfy all grid relations, and
therefore r0o ^ 0 implies ry / 0 (consider the quadrangle (r0o, r0j, rtj, ri0)).
To see that /"oo/Owe consider the Peirce decomposition of 1 in R*, which is
easily seen to be
1 =vu + eoo£ R2(u) ©R*x(u)>

using 7^(1) = Pu(ul*u) = Pu(u2) = uv2u = vu and L(u, w)^oo = uveoo +
eoovu = <?oo(l+ vu) = ^oo(2 - <?0o)= e0o■ By applying \p we get the Peirce
decomposition c = c2 + C\ of c with respect to d in V where c2 = >p(vu)
and Cx= V(eoo) = roo which is not zero by Lemma 1.
Next we prove rigidity. By Lemma 2 it suffices to have roo and roi rigidly
collinear. A computation shows that vu is a tripotent in R* and that the Peirce
decomposition of u with respect to vu is
u = vu2 + e0x € R*2(vu) © R\(vu).

Indeed, P2uu = Pvu(v2u) = vu2 and L(vu,vu)eo\
=
vueox +eoxvu = vu(l —vu)u + (l -vu)uvu = 0+(l —vu)u
of tp yields the Peirce decomposition d = d2 + dx with
in V, where dx = ^(eoi) = rox . By Lemma 1, (d, c2)

vuvueox + eoxvuvu =
= eoX. An application
respect to C2= i//(vu)
is a shift pair. Hence

(29), applied to d,c2, dx in place of c, d,Cx and (27), (31) imply
V2(roi) = V2(dx) c v2(d) n Vx(c2)C V2(c)n Vx(c2)

= V2(c)nVx(cx)cVx(cx)=Vx(roo).
It remains to prove that tp is injective if k is a field. The kernel of ip is an
ideal of R* not containing E and hence is zero by Lemma 3. This completes
the proof.

5. Concluding

remarks

(i) Suppose the base ring k is a field. Then [ 1] the shift algebra R is primitive and E is the socle of R and also the unique minimal ideal of R. Consequently, one shows as above that if A is any associative unital k-algebra with
two generators x, y satisfying xy = 1 ^f yx then A = R. Similarly, one can
prove that the symmetric shift algebra 5 is semiprimitive but not primitive,
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with G and 7/ as the only minimal ideals, and socle G © 77. The details are
left to the reader.
(ii) From Lemma 1 and the proof of Theorem 5 one can deduce the following
inductive construction of the tripotents r„ and r, ,+ i . Starting with a shift pair
(c, d), define two sequences en , f„ of tripotents by eo = c, ex = d, and
en =en+2 + fn e V2(en+l)® Vx(en+X),

the Peirce decomposition of e„ with respect to en+x . Then fo, fi, fi, ■■■
is the "infinite staircase" r0o, r0x, rlx, rl2, ... in 31, from which 31 can be
reconstructed by [5, II.2.6]. The details are omitted.
(iii) The exact sequence 0 -> E -» R —>k[X, X~x]—>0 has the C*-algebra
analogue

0^jf-*S'-*9(S1)-*0
where fT denotes the Toeplitz algebra, ff(Sx) the continuous functions on the
circle, and 3f the compact operators on the Hardy space. More precisely, let A
be a C*-algebra generated as a C*-algebra by u and v satisfying uv = 1 ^ vu
and v = u*. Then one can show that A and ff are isomorphic as C*algebras. It might be interesting to explore this connection further, studying,
on the one hand, more general shift algebras corresponding to the Toeplitz
algebras of bounded symmetric domains [6] and, on the other hand, Toeplitz

JB*'-triples.
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